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Why Green Gauge
30+ years of studying consumers and sustainability around the globe  

Backed by GfK Consumer Life Segmenting the marketplace 30+ years of sustainability insight

GfK has been running the Green Gauge 
study of consumers since 1990 in the US 
and since 2010 in 25+ countries around 
the world.  We combine up-to-date 
thinking with a historical view of 
consumers and sustainability.

GfK Consumer life is the premier study 
of global consumer trends.  By combining 
extensive consumer data with 
meticulously curated research we 
provide valuable context for the 
landscape of sustainability.  
In Switzerland, 2’000 consumers were
interviewed in 2021.

The Green Gauge Global segmentation is 
built with the marketer in mind.  
Organizations use it to target large 
groups of consumers based on a holistic 
view of their sustainability perspective.
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Topics in the Green Gauge® Report

• Concern for the environment
(Climate Change, Pollution, etc.)

• Frequency of sustainability behaviors, such as:

• Recycling

• Researching on companies’ environmental 

practices

• Purchasing sustainable brands 

• Talking to others about environmental issues

• Drivers of sustainable behaviors (i.e. saving money 

vs. helping the environment), such as

• Limit use of electrical appliances

• Buy products made of recyclable materials

• Sustainability psychographics, such as:

• Would do more for environment, but don’t 

know how

• Importance of companies addressing

• Environmentally friendly products are too 

expensive

• Environmentally friendly products don’t work 

as well

• Importance of packaging, recyclability, 

ingredient sourcing

• How sustainability compares to other consumer 

driven trends (e.g. simplicity, experience, wellbeing)

The greenest segment 

Green is a status symbol

Desire to be green, but lack 
the means and know-how

Green on the national agenda, 
but behaviors lag

Cynical and skeptical; green behaviors 
typically tied to other motivations 

(e.g. mandatory, financial benefit, etc.)

Segment profiles and trend

Report also includes product and marketing 

manifestations of sustainability related trends 
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GfK Green Gauge has the answers to your 
sustainability questions

Green Gauge Switzerland Report

− Our holistic and trended perspectives 
provide a full view of consumers 
relationship with sustainability.  

− We also drill down to understand why 
and how sustainability impacts brands 
on a category level.

− 85 pages (English)

− Investment: CHF 9’500
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Your Consumer Life Experts
Contact us – we look forward to hearing from you

Dr. Anja Reimer

Consumer Intelligence

Switzerland

+41 41 632 94 71

anja.reimer@gfk.com

Petra Süptitz

Director Consumer 

Intelligence

+49 911 395 30 82

petra.sueptitz@gfk.com


